
GRILL CLEANER HT

READY TO USE DEGREASING DETERGENT FOR GRILLS

Degreases and easily removes charred dirt on  
grills.

Acts at high temperatures guaranteeing the  
best result.

Makes easier and quicker daily cleaning  
operations.

SUGGESTIONS

In contrast with other  
products, GRILL CLEANER  
should be used  directly on  
hot grills in order to obtain  
the best result. This allows  
workers to optimize the  
working times without  
waiting for the grill cooling  
before cleaning  
operations. Nontoxic  
product (toxicity data  
formulation by ingestion  
exceeding 10.000mg x  
Kg).

DESCRIPTION

Many businesses of food industry such as restaurants, bars,  
canteens, fast-foods, etc, often need quick and optimal solutions for  
daily cleaning of professional grills designated to the cooking and the  
preparation of various dishes. For that kind of business, it is important  
to accurately clean these equipment, so they can be reused for  
several times per day, can be maintained hygienic over time and ready  
to use. GRILL CLEANER HT is the ready to use degreasing detergent  
able to meet these necessities. Its formulation, specific for the  
cleaning of grills such as Clamshell, flat and sandwiches grills, works  
at high temperatures, guaranteeing every time the best results. Do  
not release bad smells during the use. GRILL CLEANER HT easily  
removes also the most stubborn, charm and strongly adherent dirt,  
without ruining surfaces. In contrast with other products, the low  
dangerousness of this product avoids the risks for workers. Does not  
contain corrosive substances. It avoids cross foods contamination.  
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GRILL CLEANER HT

READY TO USE DEGREASING DETERGENT FOR GRILLS

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL  
CHARACTERISTICS

Appearance Clear liquid

Color Yellow

Odour Faint characteristic

Specific weight 1.265 ± 0.01 g/ml

Water solubility Complete at every ratio

pH 12 - 12.5

Chemical properties Anionic

FOAMING POWER

Low

AVAILABLE PACKAGING

Carton with 12 bottles of 750ml -  
016GCHT7512

USE MODALITY

Ready to use. Spray on hot grills (about 160°C),  
homogenously apply a slight layer through the  
specific tool. Remove the residues with a scraper  
or abrasive sponge. Complete using a damp cloth.     

CORRELATED PRODUCTS ACCESSORIES

Panno microfibra verde
01AA770777
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I dati riportati sono basati sulle nostre attuali documentazioni e sul meglio delle nostre conoscenze: ciò nonostante non possono in alcun  
modo costituire garanzia ne’ comportare responsabilità legali. Al fine di migliorare la qualità del prodotto Allegrini S.p.A. si riserva il diritto di  
modicare lo stesso senza alcun preavviso e anche dopo l‘accettazione dell’ordine. Per ulteriori informazioni rivolgersi a: Allegrini S.p.A. - Vicolo  
Salvo D’Acquisto,2 - Grassobbio (BG) Italy - Telefono: +39 035 4242111 Fax: +39 035 526588 -   
e-mail: info@allegrini.com - www.allegrini.com
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